Kelly Fortson I am bringing turkey and Swiss mini croissants and ham and cheddar mini croissants
Aleta Chadwick I am bringing some sort of chicken salad (croissants?) and turkey and cheese skewers
Lynda Lee Anderson Fresh fruit and chicken salad sandwiches
Andrea Tucker Batch I will bring pasta salad and tortilla roll ups.
Kathy Lee Ford This is from Anna Moore - We will be at the Buffalo game and will be bringing dip and
veggis and either some sandwiches or something a bit heavier plus a dessert
Scott Lefferts We will be driving from Raleigh Friday afternoon and will probably get a tray of chicken
fingers from Cains and some
Kathy Lee Ford We are bringing sausage balls
Lisbeth Sorensen I will make some Danish meatballs and a pasta salad
Bill Sikes From Kim Fountain on the CHEERS website: Just thought I’d let folks know I’m bringing fruit
Saturday..lots and lots of fruits. and maybe granola bars.
Kay King DeLoney I will be bringing some breakfast croissants, and either wraps or croissant sandwiches.
Michele Huff Thomas I'm bringing mini quiches.
Denise Cessna Cessna's are bringing Breakfast Hash: sausage, potatoes and eggs ; biscuits and
Lee Anderson Change for me. I am bringing large chick fil a nugget tray instead of chicken salad
sandwiches.
Sue Krzeminski I am bringing sausage wraps (little sausages in croissants), some sort of potato or pasta
salad, and possibly brownies.
Nicki Yow McGovern Pigs in a blanket and a dip of some sort..
Melissa Sticker Smith Hi there, I'm bringing Hot ham and cheese sliders, sausage rolls, and somethings
sweet
Nancy Gunzenhauser Bakalar Pulled pork sandwiches and oatmeal chocolate chip cookies from the
Bakalars
Steve Bell Pigs in a blanket,sausage balls, fresh fruit and cereal bars.
end E ell Harris 2 Large chicken minis trays from Chickfila.13 hours ago ·
Debbie Kynkor-Lefferts Chicken fingers, pimento cheese & crackers and a dessert! ;)

